RANGE RULES

Range Safety: This means more than not shooting your buddy. We also have a

serious responsibility to keep shots fired on our range controlled. We don’t want
shots ending up in someone’s house.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shoot only at targets backed up by a backstop
Keep your shots from going over backstops as much as possible
Remember that shots hitting the ground at a shallow angle can ricochet
upward
Rapid fire shooting can become un-controlled and is not encouraged
When someone is downrange, guns are to be placed on the bench or in the
rack with actions open
Keep loaded guns pointed down range
Eye and ear protection are strongly encouraged
No alcohol on the range while shooting

Range Use & Housekeeping: The range is maintained by club members using
club funds for materials to keep backstops in shape. A little care and common sense
can help us keep our range in good order and keep costs down.
•
•
•

Shoot only at paper targets, spinner type metal targets, or clay pigeon
pickups. Don’t bring household trash, e.g. paint cans, old catalogues, or old
TV sets. This is a rifle range, not a landfill.
Shoot only at the backstops, don’t shoot the uprights or the 2x4’s across the
top. These are costly to replace.
Pick up and remove your trash, don’t leave it for someone else to do

Adherence to these rules is important. Everyone needs to pitch in to make

our range safe and orderly for everyone to use. Disregard of these rules can result
in loss of membership privileges. We don’t want to take such drastic action, but we
can’t let an individual spoil it for everyone else or let an unsafe act put someone’s
life or property in jeopardy.

